
From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Colvin, Michael 
6/28/2013 3:41:39 PM 
Redacted 

Baker, Simon (simon.baker@cpuc.ca.gov);[Redacted 
Redacted xx J; Dietz, Sidney 
(/0=PG&E/OU=Corporate/cn=Recipients/cn=SBD4); Battis, Jeremy 
(jeremy.battis@cpuc.ca.gov) 

Bee: 
Subject: Re: PG&E/Local Gov/CPUC Roundtable Discussion 

I'm certainly interested in doing the dialogue. In particular I would like to talk in part about how the partnerships 
think about next steps of what they need if we were to move to a rolling portfolio. 

I'll let you all coordinate time options. 

Michael 

Sent from my iPhone 
Geek Is Chic 

On Jun 28, 2013, at 2:17 PM, Redacted wrote: 

> Michael, Simon and Jeremy: 
> 
> PG&E would like to schedule a roundtable discussion between commission staff, PG&E and some of our local 
government partners to highlight some key partnership initiatives we are working together on and to foster a 
collaborative dialogue with the CPUC related to this important area of our portfolio. I believe Jan mentioned this 
to Michael at a recent conference in Sacramento and Leif has also discussed with Jeremy, both of whom thought 
this discussion would be valuable and timely. Ideally, the meeting would take place in early-mid August and last 
appox. two hrs. 
> 
> The purpose of this meeting is threefold: 
> 
> 1) offer an opportunity to discuss partnership efforts to implement customized strategies to support local and 
statewide energy goals; 
> 
> 2) provide our partners an opportunity to have a dialogue with commission staff about its thinking related to the 
post-2014 EE portfolio cycle; and 
> 
> 3) provide commission staff with an opportunity to solicit feedback on ways in which the partnership model is 
working well, and explore potential areas for improvement going forward 
> 
> I am hoping that I can work with Jeremy to coordinate schedules on the commission's end and identify some 
dates/times that work for both ED staff as well as any interested folks from the 5th floor. Once we have a few 
options we would check with our partners to see which date works best. 
> 
> Please let me know if this makes sense. 
> 
> Best, 
>|Reda 
> 
> 
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> PG&E is committed to protecting our customers' privacy. 
> To learn more, please visit http://www.pge.com/about/coropanv/privacy/customer/ 
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